Terms & Conditions  
SAS Education Analytic Suite for Windows

The SAS Education Analytic Suite (Software) is available under a Master License Agreement (MLA) entered into by and between SAS Institute Inc. (SAS) and The University of Alabama (UA). Certain terms and conditions pertaining to use of Software are summarized below. A copy of the complete MLA is available for review upon request. Each user or, if licenses are installed on lab machines, lab manager (herein referred to as “User” or “user”) must return a signed copy of these terms and conditions to obtain or renew an annual license of Software from the Office of Information Technology (OIT). Each user wishing to obtain a license for home use must also sign the Home Use Agreement.

SAS is available for purchase through OIT by academic and administrative departments of UA for use by faculty, staff, and students and is licensed by purpose: 1) Teaching & Research (T&R) or 2) Administrative. T&R licenses are limited to classroom instruction and coursework, including the formulation of theses and dissertations and noncommercial research activities. Administrative licenses may be used by UA’s administrative personnel for activities associated with UA’s operations. Software may not be used for personal, commercial, or profit-making purposes.

Software is licensed per occurrence or installation (i.e. a separate license is required for each PC or CPU on which the Software will be used) on an annual basis. Distributing Software from media obtained through OIT to other PCs or CPUs without permission from OIT is strictly prohibited. SAS requires UA to keep current and complete records of each licensed user and must provide this information to SAS upon request. Each license must be properly requested through OIT. OIT will maintain the appropriate records to ensure compliance with the MLA.

Licenses are issued on an annual basis and a new SAS installation data (SID) file is required to be installed each year. The license period runs from January 15 through January 14. Annual licenses are based on the actual price of UA’s annual agreement; therefore, the annual per user license fee charged to academic and administrative UA departments is subject to escalation. The SID file will be provided upon receipt of the annual license fee(s) from each participating department. The price per license for the period January 15, 2012 to January 14, 2013 is $50 for T&R and $140 for Administrative.

Users may not reverse engineer, reverse assemble, or decompile Software or in any way attempt to recreate the Source Code, except and only to the extent applicable laws specifically prohibit such restriction.

For additional information concerning the terms and conditions of use of Software, please contact OIT Software Licensing at software.licensing@ua.edu.
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By signing below, User acknowledges that he/she has read the Terms & Conditions of use for the SAS Education Analytic Suite, understands them, and agrees to be bound by them and the associated MLA. A copy of the complete MLA is available for review upon request. User understands that SAS requires UA to keep current and complete records of each licensed user and must provide this information to SAS upon request. This agreement will serve as the official record for this issued license(s).

Accepted by:

_________________________________________  _______________________________________
Signature                                      Department

_________________________________________  _______________________________________
Name (type or print)                           Email

_________________________________________
Title

Type and # of Licenses – Enter the number of licenses for all that apply and circle the version, 32-bit or 64-bit:

_____ Teaching & Research – UA office
Circle one: 32-bit  64-bit

_____ Teaching & Research – Home Use (also submit Home Use Agreement)
Circle one: 32-bit  64-bit

_____ Teaching & Research – Lab
Circle one: 32-bit  64-bit

_____ Administrative – UA office
Circle one: 32-bit  64-bit

_____ Administrative – Home Use (please read and submit attached Home Use Agreement)
Circle one: 32-bit  64-bit

Location of computer(s) on which license is installed (building and room number)

____________________________________________

Date
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Home Use Agreement

In exchange for granting me, an employee of The University of Alabama, the right to possess and use a copy of Software on my personal computer, I acknowledge and agree to the following:

1. My use of Software is governed by the MLA entered into by and between SAS and UA. I have reviewed and agree to adhere to the Terms & Conditions of use provided to me by OIT.

2. Software is the copyrighted property of SAS. Neither UA nor I own the Software or any copies thereof which are being provided to me.

3. By this agreement, I am authorized to make one copy of the software for my home use. Other than that one copy, I will not copy Software and will not permit copying or access to Software by others.

4. I will use Software for work-related projects only and not for any commercial or profit-making purposes.

5. When I am no longer an employee of UA, or when requested to do so by SAS or UA, I will return my copy of Software to the appropriate official of UA and delete or destroy any copies within my control and uninstall the Software from the machine.

6. I understand that SAS requires UA to keep current and complete records of each licensed user and must provide this information to SAS upon request. This agreement will serve as the official record for this issued license.

Accepted by:

_________________________________________  _______________________________________
Signature                      Department

_________________________________________  _______________________________________
Name (type or print)          Email

_________________________________________
Title

_____________________________________
Date